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Contentverse 8 Unleashed
Chicago IL, October 8, 2013
The time has come to make the big announcement, so please be seated. Contentverse 8, the
next step in content management made easy, is here. That’s right; Computhink has released
Contentverse to the public after a successful beta test phase that had fans raving. This new
update provides several improvements. Keep reading.
The goal of Contentverse 8 is to make it simple for anyone to pick up and use on day one. If
you’ve used Microsoft Office, you can instantly use Contentverse 8. Who else can say that?
Experienced content and document management users will enjoy taking advantage of
Contentverse 8’s increased customization, expanded in this update with a variety of tasty
modifications.
Let’s start with numero uno. The big topic when talking content and file management: what
good would a content management system be if you couldn’t find what you’re looking for
immediately? Contentverse already shines when it comes to searching for a very specific file
in a ridiculously large mountain of information, and that has been made even more effective
with improvements to Advanced Find. Search speed is also improved with Contentverse 8′s
superior ability to handle large volumes and extended ability to perform “wildcard” searches.
Then of course there’s the improvement to mobile-friendly Web Access, a beautified update
that makes it easier to view content from anywhere… instantly. Now you can view authorized
signatures, a feature our fans asked for and we provided. We’re all about our fans. This
valuable inclusion is just one of many features that will help users save time and be as
efficient as possible – from anywhere and on any mobile device, of course. Whether you’re on
the train, at the beach, or in the office, you have no choice but to always be connected.
That’s just the age we live in and it’s exactly what Contentverse 8 provides.
An additional feature of Contentverse 8 is advanced labeling capabilities, so you can organize
your office files and collaborate better than ever. Apply custom colors to a variety of items
and customize the Workflow Task accept and reject labels with one click. Also, to continue
the theme of making your life easier, we made it so you can now quickly replicate security
permissions with a simple copy and paste.
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We could continue to go on-and-on, but you get the gist. Contentverse 8 is amazing. For a
more detailed rundown of the release of Contentverse 8, you can view the change guide.
About Computhink
Computhink is exclusively focused on delivering easy-to-implement and easy-to-use
enterprise document and content management software solutions. Computhink has been
providing client-valued solutions to organizations big and small for the past twenty years.
Computhink clients are in industries ranging from government, to manufacturing, to finance,
and beyond. For more information, please visit contentverse.com, follow @contentverse on
Twitter, or call (800) 988-4465.
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